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Title: Photograph of Bona Allen Shoe Factory workers posing, Buford, Gwinnett Co., GA, 1930s
Identifier: gwn130
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1930s
Spatial Coverage: Buford, Gwinnett Co., GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Buford, 1930s. Interior of the Bona Allen Shoe Factory with workmen gathered for this photograph. The factory was part of Bona Allen incorporated which was founded in 1873.
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker’s strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Photograph of machines inside cotton mill, Lawrenceville, Gwinnett Co., GA 192-
Identifier: gwn241
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Georgia Division of Archives and History
Temporal Coverage: 1920-1930
Spatial Coverage: Lawrenceville, Gwinnett Co., GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Lawrenceville, 1920s. Interior view of the Lawrenceville Cotton Mill which was located on the Buford Highway. The company was founded in 1851 and was in operation until the 1930s
Rights: Copyright held by Vanishing Georgia, Georgia Division of Archives and History, Office of Secretary of State
Size: unknown
Source: Vanishing Georgia
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: 3 child mill workers
Identifier: L1982-10_053
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Cuyler Collection
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: unknown
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Photograph 2 Caucasian child mill workers and 1 African-American female sweeper in a mill.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library, University of Georgia
Size: unknown
Source: Hargrett Rare Book & Manuscript Library
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: UGA negative number 1823
Resource Type: photograph

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: King Mfg. Co. Black Male driving forklift.
Identifier: L1982-10_124
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Augusta, GA
Creator: King Mfg. Co.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Black male employee driving lift with cotton bales.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Title: King Mfg. Co. Two black men weighing batting roll.
Identifier: L1982-10_129
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Augusta, GA
Creator: King Mfg. Co.
Lesson: The Uprising of ’34
Description: Two black men weighing batting roll.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library’s Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Kindergarten
Identifier: L1982-10_147
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, GA
Creator: Callaway Beacon
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: LaGrange Kindergarten
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Health Services
Identifier: L1982-10_154
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, GA
Creator: Callaway Beacon
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: LaGrange Health Services
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker’s strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Title: Cotton Bales
Identifier: L1982-10_234
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Trion, GA
Creator: unknown
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Trion Cotton Bales
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide
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Title: King Manufacturing Co., older white male in front of batting roll.
Identifier: L1982-10_254
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: Augusta, GA
Creator: King Mfg. Co.
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: King Manufacturing Co., older white male in front of batting roll.
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.
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Title: Woman worker
Identifier: L1982-10_285
Publisher: Georgia State University Library, Special Collections
Contributor: Southern Labor Archives
Temporal Coverage: unknown
Spatial Coverage: LaGrange, GA
Creator: Callaway Beacon Courier
Lesson: The Uprising of '34
Description: Woman worker
Rights: Copyright unknown; original held by GSU Special Collection
Size: 35 mm
Source: Georgia Textile Workers Project
Subject: Textile worker's strike; southern states; 1934; textile workers--labor unions--southern states; strikes and lockouts--textile industry--southern states; textile industry--southern states.
Note: n/a
Resource Type: Slide

Created by Georgia State University Library's Special Collections Department in collaboration with the College of Education's Middle/Secondary Instruction and Technology program.